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We present tunneling spectroscopy of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d single crystals as a function of oxygen
doping and temperature. The doping dependence amounts essentially to an energy scaling of the tun-
neling spectra, with a quasiparticle gap that is reduced with increasing oxygen concentration. This
superconducting gap is temperature independent up to the superconducting transition where the super-
conducting spectra merge continuously into another gaplike feature at the Fermi level. This pseudogap
is found to be present both in underdoped and overdoped samples, and it scales with the superconduct-
ing gap. [S0031-9007(97)04902-8]
PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 74.25.Dw, 74.25.Jb, 74.72.HsThe understanding of the origin and the nature of the
pairing mechanism in high temperature superconductors
(HTS’s) represents a formidable challenge for both theory
and experiment. One essential ingredient in the quest for
possible mechanisms of this phenomenon is the quasi-
particle density of states (DOS), whose detailed shape
and temperature dependence are constraining parameters
to any theoretical model. In addition to their unique su-
perconducting properties, HTS’s have a rich temperature-
doping sT -dd phase diagram [1] which also has to be
accounted for by theory. At low hole doping, these com-
pounds are antiferromagnetic insulators. At large hole
doping, they become typical metals. Superconductivity
occurs in an intermediate region, and the doping with the
highest superconducting transition temperature sTcd has
been defined as optimal doping. Going from low to high
hole doping, one expects a crossover from strong to weaker
electron correlations; however, it is not known if the na-
ture of the superconducting state and the gap function sym-
metry change as one goes from underdoped to overdoped
superconductors.
Many experiments have provided evidence for unusual
behavior in the normal state of underdoped HTS. Analysis
of NMR [2], infrared conductivity [3], neutron scattering
[4], transport properties [5], specific heat [6], thermoelec-
tric power [7], spin susceptibility [8], and Raman spec-
troscopy [9] have uncovered evidence that below a certain
temperature Tp . Tc a gaplike structure is present in the
electronic excitation spectra. More recently angular re-
solved photoemission studies [10,11] have given direct
evidence for the presence of a pseudogap in the DOS at
the Fermi level sEFd above Tc. This gap was reported to
exist only in underdoped samples and to disappear above
a characteristic temperature Tp.
In this Letter we present direct measurements of
the DOS by scanning tunneling spectroscopy on
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d (Bi2212) single crystals. We show
that the shape of the DOS in the superconducting state is
essentially doping independent, that the pseudogap above0031-9007y98y80(1)y149(4)$15.00Tc scales with the superconducting gap, and that it is also
present in overdoped samples. Furthermore, both gaps
are found to be essentially temperature independent.
Tunneling spectroscopy has been one of the fundamen-
tal tools in the study of the superconducting state [12].
This technique is particularly sensitive to the DOS near
EF , with the unique capability to probe the states above
and below EF . Tunneling spectroscopy is thus especially
sensitive to any gap in the quasiparticle excitation spec-
trum at EF which shows up directly as a characteristic
feature near zero bias in the raw data tunneling conduc-
tance curves. Compared to other techniques, tunneling
spectroscopy has a very high energy resolution s,kBT d
and appears as the ideal tool to investigate some of the
questions raised here. Furthermore, using a scanning tun-
neling microscope (STM) to carry out such studies gives
a very high spatial resolution s,0.1 nmd so that possible
inhomogeneities not seen by other techniques can be re-
solved. Thereby, STM can more easily separate intrinsic
effects from extrinsic ones.
In our study we have explored part of the T -d phase
diagram of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d single crystals for hole
concentrations varying from slightly underdoped sTc ­
83.0 Kd to highly overdoped sTc ­ 56.0 Kd. The super-
conducting transition temperature of each doping level
defined as the superconducting transition onset using ac
susceptibility measurements, are given in Fig. 1 together
with the tunneling conductance to be discussed below.
The transition widths lie in the range of 0.5 to 2.3 K.
Underdoped and overdoped samples were obtained by
annealing the crystals in vacuum or in a high pressure
oxygen atmosphere, respectively. The tunnel junctions
(R . 0.9 GV, defined at 10.2 V) were made between
the cleaved Bi2212 (001) surface and a metallic tip of
an STM [13]. We used Ir tips mounted perpendicular
to the Bi-O layers. In this configuration, tunneling spec-
troscopy yields primarily an angular average over the
ab-plane DOS of Bi2212. The energy scale of the tun-
neling spectra refers to the voltage applied to the sample.© 1997 The American Physical Society 149
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electron states below EF , similar to photoemission spec-
troscopy. We systematically checked our data for their
reproducibility and significance following the procedure
described in Ref. [14]. In particular, we verified that the
tunneling spectra were spatially reproducible over mm-
sized regions (Fig. 1, inset) and that they did neither de-
pend on time nor on tip-to-sample distance. Experimental
details can be found in Refs. [13,14].
Like photoemission, tunneling spectroscopy is a surface
sensitive probe and some concern arises as to whether
bulk or surface related properties are measured. This
point becomes crucial when investigating oxygen doping
and temperature dependent features in the DOS. Aging
effects have been reported in photoemission experiments
[15] where the spectral line shape changed within a
few hours. We did not observe any such effects. We
measured the same surface for a period of up to four
weeks, without any significant altering of the spectra. We
also found that the tunneling spectra did not change after
thermal cycling the sample through room temperature.
Therefore, we believe that the results reported here reflect
intrinsic oxygen doping and temperature dependencies of
the DOS, and that they are not hampered by partial loss or
absorption of oxygen in the topmost layers after cleaving.
We now focus on the oxygen doping dependence of the
tunneling spectra on Bi2212 at 4.2 K, shown in Fig. 1.
The striking result is that underdoped and overdoped
samples have the same generic tunneling density of states
as optimally doped Bi2212 [14]. In the gap region, the
tunneling spectra show well developed peaks at the gap
edges s6Dpd, a finite conductance below the gap, and
FIG. 1. Tunneling spectra measured at 4.2 K for different
oxygen doping levels. The curves are normalized to the
conductance at 200 mV and offset vertically for clarity (zero
conductance is indicated for each spectrum by the horizontal
line at zero bias). The estimated error on the gap values
s2Dpd is 64 meV. The inset shows 200 superposed spectra
measured at equally spaced points along a 0.15 mm line on
overdoped Bi2212 sTc ­ 71.4 Kd, demonstrating the spatial
reproducibility.150a dip at approximately 22Dp which appears at negative
bias only as reported earlier [14]. The major effect of
increasing oxygen doping is to shift the conductance
peaks at 6Dp and the dip near 22Dp toward EF . The
energy dependence of the conductance at low bias is not
consistent with a fully gapped Fermi surface expected for
a conventional BCS superconductor, but corresponds very
well to the expected shape for a d-wave pair state [16] if
some impurity scattering is taken into account [17]. The
finite conductance below the gap is thus consistent with
the presence of nodes in the gap function (see also the
fits in Ref. [14]). Since the energy dependence of the
conductivity at low bias is very sensitive to any changes in
the pairing symmetry through the node structure, the fact
that the conductivity below the gap is basically not affected
by doping, neither in its magnitude nor in its energy
dependence, is remarkable. It is a strong indication that the
symmetry of the pairing interaction is not fundamentally
modified upon doping. This result is in contradiction to
some photoemission studies which found changes in the
gap anisotropy with oxygen doping [18].
The magnitude of the superconducting gap can in prin-
ciple be derived directly from the tunneling spectra. How-
ever, in the absence of an established model for the gap
function and the DOS in HTS’s, such a quantitative analy-
sis is not straightforward. Thus, in order to compare
different spectra, we assign the gap amplitude Dp in a
more phenomenological way as half the spacing between
the conductance peaks at 6Dp . This definition corre-
sponds to the maximum gap in a d-wave or extended
s-wave pairing symmetry. The values for 2Dp are listed
in Fig. 1, which illustrates the reduction of the supercon-
ducting gap with increasing oxygen concentration. The re-
duced gap 2DpykBTc equals 12.3 6 1 in the underdoped
single crystals and gradually diminishes to 8.7 6 1 in the
overdoped ones. It is remarkable that the very high val-
ues of 2DpykBTc persist up to the highest doping level
and only a slight decrease is found compared to optimal
doping. There is no sign that the superconducting state
becomes more BCS-like in the highly overdoped samples.
The doping dependence of the gap we find [19] is in con-
tradiction to earlier tunneling experiments where the gap
was found to be independent of oxygen concentration [20],
although other experiments agree with the present findings
[21]. So far, we measured the largest gap amplitude in the
83 K underdoped Bi2212 samples, indicating that the gap
is increasing in the underdoped samples although Tc is de-
creasing, as suggested in recent experiments [21,22].
We now turn to the temperature dependence of the
quasiparticle DOS in Bi2212. Figure 2 shows a set of tun-
neling conductance curves taken at temperatures between
4.2 and 293 K on an underdoped sample with Tc ­ 83 K.
The temperature dependence is very unusual compared to
conventional BCS superconductors, and one sees immedi-
ately some striking features of these spectra. All curves
show a gaplike structure with an energy scale that to first
approximation does not change with temperature. The
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to Tc where no sign is indicating that it is closing. Across
Tc, the superconducting tunneling spectra evolve continu-
ously into a normal state quasiparticle gap structure, which
we refer to as a pseudogap. It is clear from Fig. 2 that
this pseudogap also does not change much with tempera-
ture and that it is even possibly there at room temperature.
The pseudogap structure just gets weaker with increasing
temperature. This is in striking contrast to photoemission
data which for a sample with the same doping level led to
the conclusion that the gap reduced to zero at T p ­ 170 K
[11]. We believe the T p observed in various experiments
is to be considered as a characteristic energy scale and not
as a temperature where the pseudogap is reduced to zero.
At first sight it is not clear from these data where the critical
temperature is located. A closer inspection of the spectra
shows that the peak at negative energy and the dip at about
22Dp disappear at Tc. The positive bias peak on the mea-
sured spectra does not vanish at Tc, but remains finite and
shifts to higher energies above Tc [Fig. 3(b)]. The DOS at
the Fermi level bears no particular signature of the super-
conducting transition in this set of data. Indeed, the DOS
below the gap starts to be depleted already at room tem-
perature and gradually hollows in to reach its minimum at
4.2 K. This low bias temperature dependence is better seen
in Fig. 3(a), which is a three dimensional plot of the tunnel-
ing conductance as a function of energy and temperature of
the 83 K underdoped Bi2212. The same data are displayed
as a gray scale projection onto the energy-temperature
plane in Fig. 3(b), where white corresponds to high con-
ductivity s1.5 GV21d and black to zero conductivity.
So far most measurements report the existence of a
pseudogap in underdoped samples. Our measurements
FIG. 2. Tunneling spectra measured as a function of tem-
perature on underdoped Bi2212. The conductance scale cor-
responds to the 293 K spectrum, the other spectra are offset
vertically for clarity.show that the pseudogap is present above Tc both at
optimum doping and in overdoped samples. In Fig. 4 we
show a set of spectra for the overdoped sample with a Tc of
74.3 K. We see that the behavior is precisely the same as
for the underdoped case discussed above. The gap value
stays temperature independent and the peak at negative
energy as well as the dip at about 22Dp disappear at Tc,
but the region below the gap evolves smoothly across Tc
into the pseudogap. The difference with the underdoped
case is that the gap and pseudogap are smaller, and the
amplitude of the pseudogap structure seems to disappear
more quickly as the temperature is increased. The fact
that the pseudogap scales with the superconducting gap
and that it is smaller in the overdoped samples than in the
underdoped ones indeed demonstrates that the pseudogap
in Fig. 4 is a property of the overdoped crystal, and not
that of an underdoped surface resulting from partial loss
of oxygen at high temperature. The two curves shown on
top of the 69 K spectrum in Fig. 4 illustrate the temperature
independence of the gap. Simply thermally smearing the
4.2 K spectrum to 69 K (dashed curve, D69 K ­ D4.2 K)
reproduces much better the position of the conductance
peaks at 69 K than thermally smearing the 4.2 K spectrum
to 69 K assuming a reduced gap (dotted curve, D69 K ­
0.8D4.2 K). The numerical spectra show that there are
more low energy states measured than predicted by simply
thermally smearing the data. However, this feature is
beyond the scope of this Letter. We have also carried
out similar analysis for the 83 K underdoped sample with
basically the same conclusions.
Several theoretical studies have considered the possibil-
ity of the presence of superconducting phase fluctuations
FIG. 3. (a) Three dimensional view of the conductance data
shown in Fig. 2. The highlighted curve is the spectrum
measured at Tc . (b) Projection onto the energy-temperature
plane. The line at positive bias indicates the position of the
positive bias conductance peak which clearly shifts to higher
energies above Tc.151
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ideas may in principle explain the existence of a pseudo-
gap. However, our results put some constraints on such
theories. First, in the samples we have investigated we
find that the energy scale of the superconducting gap and
the pseudogap is the same in a given sample, or in other
words, the amplitude of the pseudogap scales with the su-
perconducting gap. Furthermore, the pseudogap is cen-
tered at the Fermi level in both under- and overdoped
samples. It is therefore unlikely that the pseudogap results
from a band structure effect. We believe that our results
contain new evidence that the pseudogap is directly re-
lated to superconductivity and shows either the presence of
important superconducting fluctuations or preformed pairs
above Tc. It is remarkable that there is no sign that the
pseudogap closes at a given temperature. If this happens,
it must happen above room temperature in the 83 K under-
doped sample and above 89 K in the 74.3 K overdoped
sample. The detailed analysis presented in Figs. 2 and
3 reveals that the measured density of states above Tc is
asymmetric in that there is clearly a peak at positive ener-
gies, whereas at negative energies the peak disappears at
Tc. We believe that this is a characteristic signature of the
pseudogap state.
In summary, we find that the superconducting quasi-
particle density of states in both under- and overdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d has essentially the same shape as for
the optimally doped case. The effect of increasing dop-
ing amounts essentially only to reducing the energy scale
of the tunneling conductance curves. We believe this
demonstrates that the nature and the symmetry of the su-
FIG. 4. Tunneling spectra measured as a function of tempera-
ture on overdoped Bi2212. The conductance scale corresponds
to the 89 K spectrum, the other spectra are offset vertically for
clarity. The dashed spectrum corresponds to the 4.2 K spec-
trum thermally smeared to 69 K (D69 K ­ D4.2 K). The dotted
spectrum is obtained the same way, but assuming a reduced gap
(D69 K ­ 0.8D4.2 K).
152perconducting state is doping independent. A striking re-
sult is that the gap in the underdoped region continues to
increase although Tc decreases. The evolution with tem-
perature is very different from the classic BCS behavior.
The superconducting gap is temperature independent and
does not at all close at Tc. Instead the tunneling spec-
tra evolve continuously into a new structure reflecting a
pseudogap with essentially the same magnitude. This is
observed both for underdoped samples with a large gap
and for overdoped samples where both gaps are smaller,
strongly suggesting that the pseudogap has the same ori-
gin as the superconducting gap.
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